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Outline

Mitula Group is a listed company, operating aggregator sites in several vertical (real state, cars, jobs, fashion), in more than 50 countries and with more than 100 Websites in 15 languages. We group and classify over 250 million aggregate ads from more than 13,000 online media. With advanced technology that allows to deliver reliable, relevant and simple results to very complex searches, and with more than 300 million of visit a day. We use that data information to create Price Reports of Housing in Spain. We reveal the data accumulated throughout the year and the main trends in the sector.

Syllabus

1. Seminar on aggregator sites.

Assessment Method

Participation in the class.

Credits

0.5 ECTS

Remarks

For last minute information, consult the document.

Timetable

- 26 April, 15.00 - 18.00

Web site:

www.mitulagroup.com

Lecture Theatre

A-6201

Tuition Language

English.
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